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ARE YOU KIDDING ME?

By Yolandi Cloete
Peering & Interconnect Specialist
This presentation will be about the everyday struggles, mistakes, misunderstandings and just “hit-your-head-on-the-desk” moments.

This presentation includes industry relevant memes and some on-stage discussion on our experiences. I’ve planned the slides in such a way that they are applicable to my typical day as well. We will be touching on cybersecurity, network engineering, software development, etc.

There is not much more to elaborate on, but much to say about each slide! Please join the session.
What my parents see when I switch the HDMI 1 to HDMI 2...
I just want to be remembered

Lost password support group
How I feel when I have to scroll down to the year I was born... 😭
The most real 10-year challenge I’ve seen...
*Returns to work after 2 years of working from home*

Co-workers: Is that fat guy new?
Me:
When your alarm goes off and you lay in bed wondering if you really need a job...
Computer science in movies

Computer science in my school
Why I update the software...

- Want to use the latest version
- The notification is annoying
Perfectly Working PC
Me trying to click on a link with bad WiFi
502 Bag Gateway

nginx/0.7.67
Most apps are just database frontends

CHANGE MY MIND
You want to know where I store all my dad jokes? ...in a dad-a-base
When I prove it’s NOT the network
When a program starts responding after you open task manager...

Fear will keep them in line.
“I hope this email finds you well”

How the email found me:
I DON'T UNDERSTAND YOU!

YOU MUST BE ON A DIFFERENT VLAN OR SOMETHING!
My email is written, reviewed and ready to be sent

Attached file

My email is sent

Attached file
LET'S SEE WHO YOU REALLY ARE...

SERVERLESS COMPUTING

SERVERS
WAITING FOR MY TEAMMATES TO TEST MY SIDE PROJECT I AM EXCITED ABOUT 😂
You must be on a different VLAN or something, I don't understand you.
You must be on a different VLAN or something.

I don't understand you.

Type a simple command into the console.

Press up key dozens of times until you find it.
THINGS SAID AND HEARD…

“I’m running out of light…”

“Our link is down, have you made any changes? On our side, we did not make any changes, we only swopped the router…”

“We can’t use our own ASN because we only have a 1G port”

“I have swopped RX/TX on my RJ45…”
You must be on a different VLAN or something
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The world connects here.
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